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creative thinking at aberdeen art gallery

How to use the teacher’s notes

About Aberdeen Art Gallery

Before your visit

This resource provides you with suggested activities and
background information on selected artworks. There are
six themes that will direct you to at least three gallery
spaces, but you can of course look at more artworks
along the way.

The opening of Aberdeen Art Gallery on 7 July 1885
was made possible by financial contributions from local
businessmen including granite and flour merchants,
art collectors and civic-minded individuals. The people
who paid for this building also donated many of the
older paintings that you see on display today. They were
philanthropists who wished to give something back to
the community by establishing a public venue for the
enjoyment and appreciation of art.

You may want to begin with a picture of Aberdeen Art
Gallery and ask your learners to set some questions about
the gallery and what they might see there.

As these teacher’s notes will be available to download
from our website, some images of the artworks are
copyright protected and cannot be included in the pack.

This will help to de-mystify what an art gallery is, who
it’s there for and hopefully have them looking forward
to their visit.

Visit our website at www.aagm.co.uk to see images of
all the artworks featured in this pack as well as many
others from the collections of Aberdeen Art Gallery
and Museums.

Welcome. This pack has been put together by our experienced learning team to help
you explore the building and the collection with your pupils. Every artwork tells a
story, giving an insight into a particular culture, society or time in history. Exploring
the collection will encourage curiosity, imagination and problem solving.

In order to make these notes work for you, we have
chosen artworks and activities that are age appropriate.
Primary is divided in to Lower and Upper and Secondary is
divided in to Junior and Senior phase.

SCOTTISH ART
SENIOR PHASE | TEACHER’S NOTES

theme for this pack: scottish art

Preconceived ideas of Scottish Art can include lovely landscapes, tartan and stags.
Scottish artists have been exhibiting on the international stage for centuries and our
collection shows the breadth of their talent. As well as celebrating their creativity, our
displays also demonstrate the impact Scottish artists have had on artistic styles and
continue to have on contemporary visual art.
On arrival

Around the Gallery

Go to the welcome desk and staff there will tell you where
to store your coats and bags.

Explain to your learners that they must not touch any of
the art on display (oily hands can damage artworks) unless
a label invites them to touch.

They will also point out where the toilets and lifts are.
Our staff will provide you with any equipment you have
booked in advance of your visit.
If you have booked our Learning Centre to use for a snack
or lunch, please let our staff know. Eating and drinking in
the gallery spaces is not allowed.

You are welcome to sketch with pencils in the Art Gallery
but please make sure your learners are creative on their
paper only, not on any other surfaces!
Please supervise your pupils appropriately at all times and
ask them to be considerate of other visitors.
We really hope you enjoy your visit to Aberdeen Art
Gallery and we welcome any feedback on how to improve
the experience for others.
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SETTLER ACTIVITY

Sculpture Court

Bring the class together in the ground floor Sculpture Court
The size and needs of your class may determine how many learners are around an artwork at a time. You may want to
split your class into smaller groups, with each group starting in a different area of the building.
When moving between galleries, ask learners to look out for examples of what they think is Scottish art, this could be in a
variety of formats such as painting, ceramics, sculpture, drawings, prints, photography or digital media.

This is a good way to settle into critical
thinking and encourage learners to feel
part of the gallery space.

Freeze Frame
Come together in the centre of the sculpture court.
Discuss with the people beside you what you think
Scottish art is and what you think it looks like. Now
imagine people that come to the gallery to see Scottish
art: who are they, where do they come from, what are
they looking for in the gallery?
Look all around the space you’re in just now. Look up to
the ceiling, down to your feet, at the lighting, the windows,
the other people around you and see if there are any clues
as to what could be considered Scottish. Now move on to
discover examples of Scottish art.

Now make your way to
Gallery 4: Human Presence
Ask learners to look out for what they think are
Scottish artworks along the way.
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RIVIÈRE

Gallery 4

Human Presence

Alison Watt, 2000
“Looking at paintings and making paintings was always
an entirely normal and natural activity for me... I have no
memory of wanting to be or do anything else”

Activity for Rivière

Alison Watt was born in Greenock in 1965 and a childhood
trip to the National Gallery in London resulted in a lifelong
admiration for artists such as Ingres and the suggestive
power of fabric in their paintings. Watt attended Glasgow
School of Art and after winning the National Portrait
Gallery’s annual award in 1987 she became known for her
paintings of female figures. Her exhibition Fold in 1997,
at Edinburgh’s Fruitmarket Gallery, marked a turning
point as she introduced paintings of fabric alongside her
figurative work.

• How do you think this
was created? What kind
of media do you think the
artist used?
• What do you think about
the scale?
• What do you think is
happening in this artwork?
• Have any parts been
exaggerated or distorted
or focused on? Why?
• What do you think the
theme of the work is?
• What words come to
mind when looking at this
artwork?
• Do the things you’ve
mentioned contribute to
the mood of the artwork?
• Why do you think it was
made and who for?
• Why is this hung in a
gallery called Human
Presence?

Her solo exhibition Shift, in 2000, at the Scottish National
Gallery of Modern Art, showed her moving away from
a figurative subject matter entirely, as she displayed 12
large scale works depicting swathes of fabric. Her highlyfinished paintings verge on the abstract yet still evoke a
human presence. This exploration of the tucks and folds
of white fabric continued with the installation of a 12ft (3.6
metres) painting in the memorial chapel of Old St Paul’s
in Edinburgh. Watt’s residency as Associate Artist at The
National Gallery in London culminated in the landmark
solo exhibition Phantom in 2008. She was awarded an
OBE the same year. Watt’s paintings of white fabric can
have a meditative effect on the viewer and the photorealistic style of her work can sometimes disguise her
painterly technique.
Rivière is a perfect example of the feeling of a person,
without any figure being present. The scale, subtle tones
and blended brushwork pull the viewer in to the secret and
twisted folds.

Form, content, process,
mood, context.
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SERB & MUSLIM

Gallery 4

Human Presence

Peter Howson, 1994

Born in London in 1958, Howson moved to Ayrshire at the
age of four. As a young boy he would lock himself away for
hours to draw as he was, in his own words, “really happy
in my own little world”. Howson admits to having a very
visual mind which is evident in his combined use of realism
and imagination.
He studied at Glasgow School of Art from 1975 to 1977
then again from 1979 to 1981 and was part of the New
Glasgow Boys group. At times, Howson has portrayed an
overtly masculine, working-class world with sympathy and
tenderness while, at other times, explicitly showing the
fear and violence in human nature. Howson was appointed
British Official War Artist for the Bosnian conflict in 1993.
This experience had a profound affect on Howson and
his work was lauded for its unflinching look at the victims
of conflict. Howson has increasingly turned to religious
subjects in recent works and has been candid about his
drug and alcohol addiction, as well as coming to terms with
a late diagnosis of Asperger Syndrome.
The purchase of Serb & Muslim was approved by members
of Aberdeen District Council, who wanted to support the
purchase of an artwork that represented this time in our
history without causing upset to families who might visit
the Art Gallery. Considered to be a piece of living history,
the interlocking figures have become a symbol of the
Bosnian tragedy and the violence perpetrated by one race
upon another. The painting did not shock a 71-year-old
grandmother, one of the first people to see it in the art
gallery, who said: ‘’Nothing much shocks me nowadays. It is
a shocking world we live in.”

Activity for Serb & Muslim
Ask the learners to spend one minute silently looking at
the artwork while thinking about why Howson painted a
figure composition in this manner – why these colours,
pose and brushstrokes?
After one minute ask the learners to feed back their
thoughts.
Then pose this (imaginary) problem to them:
There have been complaints about the painting and
pressure from members of the public to have the artwork
removed from display and stored out of public view.
Ask learners to discuss this dilemma, with the person next
to them, and then offer reasons as to why the painting
should not be removed from display.

Go to Gallery 13: James McBey: Artist Adventurer
to see work by another official war artist.
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PORTRAIT OF A HERO (JOHN INNES OF NEWBURGH)
James McBey, 1936

James McBey was born in Foveran, near Newburgh
in Aberdeenshire in 1883. He had a poor and difficult
upbringing which culminated in tragedy when his mother
hung herself when he was in his early twenties. He clerked
in a local bank throughout his teens and would escape to
Aberdeen City Library to read art books and taught himself
etching from an art book he borrowed.
In 1910 he travelled through North Africa, America and
Europe where he was especially inspired by the etchings
of Rembrandt. He was appointed as a second lieutenant in
the Army Printing & Stationery Service in 1916, which led
to him being appointed Official War Artist to the Egyptian
Expeditionary Force, accompanying the Allied advance
through Palestine. It was in this period that he etched and
painted some of the most iconic scenes and people of the
Arab campaign, such as The Allies Entering Jerusalem and
a portrait of the British military leader TE Lawrence. This
cemented his international reputation and his etchings
were sold for high prices at auction during the post-war
print boom. In 1931 McBey married a photographer from
Philadelphia called Marguerite Loeb. The couple bought
properties in Tangiers and Marrakesh in Morocco. He
became an American citizen in 1942 and although he made
regular return trips to Britain and America, he spent most
of the remainder of his life in Morocco and died in Tangier
in 1959 age 76.
John Innes, the sitter in this portrait, was from McBey’s
hometown of Foveran. He was a coxswain of the
Newburgh lifeboat from 1908 to 1931. He became a hero
when the ship the Imperial Prince ran aground. The
Newburgh lifeboat twice attempted to rescue the crew,
but, unsuccessful, it was forced to return to harbour.

Gallery 13

James McBey:
Artist Adventurer

A crew from Aberdeen Harbour volunteered to take
the lifeboat out again. In this third attempt, John Innes
went as coxswain and they managed to save some of the
crew. James McBey visited Newburgh a number of times
throughout his life and must have painted this portrait of
the village’s local hero on one of those visits.

Activity for Portrait of a Hero (John Innes
of Newburgh)
By analysing Portrait of a Hero we consider what a ‘hero’
looks like and think about the context in which this portrait
was made.
•
•
•
•

How does this man seem to you on first impression?
What is he wearing / sitting on / in front of?
How wealthy do you think he is?
What do you think he was doing before he sat for this
painting? Do you think he has a job?
We can then consider what this suggests about the era and
the questions it poses:
• Why do you think McBey chose to paint this man?
Now give your learners information about John Innes.
Through discussion you can introduce key features of war
artists like James McBey and link them to the development
our society and the idea of what a hero is.
• What clues to the war can we see in the painting?
Colours, clothing, pose, facial expression?
Challenge learners to find example artworks which
comment on the bravery of ‘ordinary’ people.

Go to Gallery 16: Shoreline
to see another artwork inspired by the sea.
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CATHEDRAL ROCK, IONA

Gallery 16

Shoreline

Samuel John Peploe, 1920

Shortly before his death, aged 64, the artist Samuel John
Peploe said that if he had only another ten years left, he
might have done something significant. These sentiments
seem to be in keeping with an artist who was constantly
evolving and learning throughout his career.
Born in 1871 and raised in Edinburgh it wasn’t until Peploe
turned 20 that he began his art training, dividing his time
between his home town and Paris. A professional career
began in 1896 when he took on a studio and exhibited his
work with the Royal Scottish Academy and Royal Glasgow
Institute for the first time. Regular trips abroad introduced
him to the Dutch Old Masters but also to newly emerging
styles, such as Fauvism, that he would try and emulate in
his own particular manner.
Peploe’s name will be forever linked with the group of
painters called the Scottish Colourists. Other artists in the
group were John Duncan Fergusson, Francis Campbell
Boileau Cadell and George Leslie Hunter. The term
Scottish Colourist was not coined until a 1948 exhibition in
Glasgow, by which time, all but Fergusson had died. They
never constituted a formal group and they only exhibited
together on three occasions during their lifetimes. They
explored how different colours worked together and were
not interested in making their subject matter look realistic,
instead they experimented with colour, shape and texture.
This style of painting was new in Scotland and Peploe
initially struggled to sell his paintings here.
This artwork was painted on the island of Iona, off the
west coast of Scotland. Peploe was introduced to Iona
in 1920 by his friend and fellow artist Francis Cadell.
They returned to the island virtually ever summer for a

decade as they liked how the
weather changed so quickly and
would dramatically alter the
landscape.

Activity for Cathedral
Rock, Iona
Before revealing any facts
about the artwork or artist, ask
a few speculative questions
to guide learners into looking
closely at the artwork. This
encourages critical analysis
through imaginative thinking.
• What do you think this is a
painting of? Where do you
think it was painted?
• When do you think this at
work was created? 5 / 50 /
500 years ago?
Why do you think that?
What clues are there?
• Why do you think the artist
created an artwork like this?
What do you think they were
trying to capture?
Then give learners some background on Peploe and the
Scottish Colourists, which can prompt questions and
further exploration of the artwork.
• What mood or atmosphere do you get from this
artwork and would you say it’s typically ‘Scottish’?

Go to Gallery 7: Exploring Art
to see another artist’s strong use of colour.
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IN THE GULF THEY DREAM OF SEA AND ICE

Gallery 7

Exploring Art

Joyce Cairns, 1991

Joyce W Cairns was born in Edinburgh in 1947. She studied
painting at Gray’s School of Art in Aberdeen and the Royal
College of Art in London from 1966 to 1971. After some time
spent in London she returned to Aberdeen in 1976, where
she taught Drawing and Painting at Gray’s. In 2004 she
retired from tutoring to focus on completing a large body of
work for her collection War Tourist.
Cairns is renowned for her figurative compositions of
biographical and psychological themes of war, loss and
memory. Her work has been influenced by her visits to
the concentration camps of Europe and her time spent
in Bosnia after the civil war. Cairns also followed in her
father’s footsteps through Tunisia where he served with the
Cameron Highlanders during the second world war. Her love
for museums and historical artefacts helped to link together
her father’s memorabilia, the places she had visited and her
sense of place at Footdee, Aberdeen’s fishing community,
to create vivid and emotive compositions. Her first major
body of work came in 1984, after her mother’s death after
her mother’s death, when objects relating to her father’s
war experience came to light. These events combined with
the metaphoric images of the harbour, sea and people of
Footdee, inspired Cairns to explore her family history in the
wider context of global conflict.
This allows us, the viewer, to time travel with Cairns through
scenes surrounded by the sea. Cairns includes herself in her
paintings as if she is the narrator or, as she calls herself, a
‘war tourist’. The thinly applied oil paint on board, almost
like watercolour in places, contrasts with opaque areas to
create structured and colourful forms. This painting depicts
the soldiers deployed overseas during the first Gulf War and
how they dreamed of the cooler climate back home.

Activity for In the Gulf They
Dream of Sea and Ice
Don’t give any information about the
painting straight away – ask learners
to look closely first. You could begin
by saying… “I’d like to show you a
painting that has a very full and busy
composition. Have a good look for
one minute.”
‘Notice’ not ‘know’
This can sometimes be rushed but
taking time to notice and comment on
the artwork removes the need for ‘right’
answers and encourages observation.
Ask learners to tell you what they see –
they don’t have to explain their thoughts
at this stage, just point out as many
things as possible in the painting.
Extend the observation
Then draw their attention to the centre
of the artwork and ask learners to
describe the action. Ask for words to
describe the figures’ facial expressions, body language, the
colours surrounding them, the background etc.
Background story
Once the learners are engaged and curious about the
artwork, tell them some background information about the
artist and the painting.

Social & cultural context
Ask learners to discuss and feedback why they think the
artist made certain choices in colour / composition / tone /
background / pose etc.
Why did the artist chose this subject matter? Why is it
important that artists show their personal stories?
Head to the Sculpture Court
to see an unusual use of china.
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FIVE SET CONVERSATION PIECE

Gallery:

Sculpture Court

Christine Borland, 1998

Christine Borland is one of Scotland’s most successful
contemporary female artists. She has exhibited extensively
in Europe and the United States in numerous group and
solo shows.
Born in Darvel, Ayrshire in 1965, she studied at Glasgow
School of Art and the University of Ulster. Her first solo
show in London was in 1997, the same year she was
nominated for the ‘all women’ Turner Prize which was won
by Gillian Wearing. Forensics and family history are among
the many themes Borland explores in her artwork and she
has collaborated with partners as diverse as the police,
judicial and public health services.
On a visit to Liverpool Museum, Borland saw examples
of delicately painted china bowls dedicated to ships’
maiden voyages. Her response was to create these five
hand-painted and glazed female pelvises, moulded from
obstetric models, and five baby heads. The baby heads are
set in different positions by the pubis bone according to
the five most common delivery positions.
This marrying of art and science, which is a common
theme in Borland’s output, leads to many discussions
about the artwork. Bone china was originally made with
human bone ash. Before the days of modern midwifery
and the availability of caesarean sections, infant and
mother mortality was high. There was a high probability
that those who did not survive ended up becoming part of
bone china wares.

Activity for Five Set
Conversation Piece
This is an unusual use of
china as it is a combination of
art and science.
Split your learners into smaller
groups and give them a
few questions to start their
discussion:
• What do you notice first
about the artwork?
• What do you think this
sculpture is made of? How
does the material contribute
to the impact of the artwork?
• What does this piece make
you think of? This could be
in terms of biology, science
equipment, decorative arts
etc.
Learners can either feed back to
their teacher in their small groups or the whole class can
come together to discuss their thoughts.
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FOLLOW-UP ACTIVITY
Complete back at school

• Learners will produce analytical drawings and related investigative studies in
response to stimuli
• Learners will develop skills in using a range of art and design materials,
techniques and/or technology creatively and expressively
National 5 / Higher Course Specification
This follow-up activity is to help learners reflect on the tour and explore the social and
cultural aspects within the theme of Scottish Art.

Follow-up activity
This will take at least two periods. You will need A3 or A4
paper, pencils, acrylic or watercolour paints, oil or chalk
pastels and coloured pencils.
1. Learners will select a close-up of a still life (this can
be just one object) or person (it doesn’t have to
be the face).
2. Focusing on that area, they can draw it out in pencil
first and then apply acrylic or watercolour paints to
show the subtle changes in colour and tone.
3. They could use oil or chalk pastel to add texture to
watercolour or coloured pencil to add detail and
crispness to acrylic – depending on the learner’s style
and preference.
4. The class can then reflect on their artworks and
discuss what worked well and what they would
change and develop in their observation and media
handling skills.
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